
HENKE SNOW PLOWS 

888.682.9010
henkemfg.com

From the urban core to the steepest mountain passes,  
Henke’s Road Warrior Plow will conquer your toughest challenges

HENKE’S MODULAR CONFIGURATION SYSTEM: 
The flexible, easy way to spec the best plow for your conditions

 
SHIFT TO THE 
HIGHER  STANDARD

AN ALAMO GROUP COMPANY

http://henkemfg.com/
http://henkemfg.com


DESIGNED FOR RUGGED 
PERFORMANCE AND 
OUTSTANDING LONGEVITY

HENKE’s POSTLESS PATROL WING, the only True Float, 
Anti-Chatter Wing on the market! Learn more about 
it in our video on YouTube.

A DEDICATED TEAM THAT DELIVERS

Listening to our customers helps us understand the 
unique challenges they’re faced with. That, in turn, 
helps our engineering and manufacturing team use their 
expertise to design solutions that perform beyond specs 
and expectations.

When you call on HENKE, you’ll receive first rate service 
backed by a team of seasoned industry professionals. 
With HENKE, your concern is our concern and we do 
everything we can to create a successful outcome for you.

888.682.9010
henkemfg.com

AN ALAMO GROUP COMPANY

HENKE’S MODULAR SYSTEM gives you flexibility to 
build the best plow for your application. 

With over 100 years of experience making snow plows, 
Henke has developed a standardized plow line that 
gives you the flexibility  to build the plow you need.  By 
combining different options for height, width, profile, 
pushframe, trip, hitch, and running gear, you can easily 
create a highly customized “standard” plow.  

TRIP STYLE ECT EST EXT SLT SSTE*

DESCRIPTION External  
Compression

Enclosed Spring Extension Spring Slotted Trip Trip Edge

 Spring Dual Springs (EST) 6 Springs Spring-in-Spring Square Spring

 Dual Springs (DEST) 8 Springs                      *adds 5” to height

STEP 1:  MOLDBOARD SELECTION 
Choose the length, height, standard 6 ribs or heavy duty 8 ribs and material:

Lengths: 10’, 11’, 12’ Heights: 30”, 36”, 42”
Construction: 6 ribs, 8 ribs  Materials: Grade 50 Steel (standard), 
                                                                       304 Stainless, Poly-Lined Steel (optional)

> Henke’s moldboards with chain style level lift (or optional sliding level lift)  
   keeps the plow level while our integral snow shield prevents snow from  
   blowing over the top of the moldboard. Henke’s Grade 50 Steel is 39%  
   stronger than A-36 Steel.           

STEP 2:  PUSHFRAME SELECTION 
Choose the length and style of the pushframe:

Lengths:  Standard (119.5”, 6 ribs, 5 connection points)
 Heavy Duty (119.5”, 8 ribs, 7 connection points)
Style:  Road Safe (rolled angle with cylinders above pushframe)
 Tube Table (square tube pushframe)
 Parallel Lift System (square tube pushframe + cylinder lift)

> Henke’s Road Safe pushframe provides maximum strength and  
   prevents bottom angle bending. Cylinders are located above the pushframe
   for protection against road debris and ease of maintenance. 
> High quality A-Frame is attached with a strong 2” center pin.
> Thick 3/4 (.75”) ears and fully welded bushings add strength + durability. 
> Heavy wall welded bushings at all rib connection points. 

STEP 3:  SELECT THE TRIP SYSTEM
Choose the trip system (not all trips are available in every moldboard size or pushframe selections)

> Henke’s ECT and EXT are designed to be interchangeable, allowing you  
  the flexibility to change trip systems down the road.

                    
STEP 4:  SELECT THE LIFT SYSTEM
Choose the lift system (not all lifts are available in every moldboard size or pushframe and trip selections)

Lifts: Standard Lift (2 chain level lift design)
          Sliding Level Lift (improved performance as plow is angled)
          Parallel Lift (true level lifting as plow is angled and raised or lowered)

   
STEP 5:  ADD OPTIONS
Henke has a wide variety of options and accessories. A few of our offerings include:
Options:  Mouse Ears; Mailbox Cut; Wear Guards; Running Gear (Runner Shoes, Steel Wheels, 
                   Pneumatic Running Gear, Mushroom Shoes- standard or spring loaded)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ZetbSq-u3Y
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